We prove a relative version of [Col, Theorem 2.1] for a pair of type III-factors N eM. This gives a list of necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of nontrivial central sequences of M contained in the subfactor N. As an immediate application we obtain a result by Bedos [Be, Theorem A], showing that if N has property rand G is an amenable group acting freely on N via some action (J, then the crossed product N xa G has property r. We also include a proof of a relative Mc Duff-type theorem (see [McD, Theorems I, 2 and 3]), which gives necessary and sufficient conditions implying that the pair N c M is stable.
INTRODUCTION
The property r for a factor of type III was introduced by Murray-von Neumann (see [MvN] ) to distinguish two different classes of factors. It describes an asymptotic commutativity property of the algebra. A stronger property was later considered by Mc Duff (see [McD] ) in order to construct more examples of factors. Both concepts turned out to be essential. Connes used them in his fundamental papers (see [Col, Co2] ), not only to prove the uniqueness of the hyperfinite III-factor R, but also to classify the automorphisms of R. He gives some surprising alternative characterizations of these properties in [Col, Theorem 2.1] .
In this paper we study necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of nontrivial central sequences in a type III-factor M that are contained in a subfactor N eM. Our work is motivated by Problem 3 in [Jo] and the related generating problem for pairs of hyperfinite factors with finite index (see [P03, Oc] ): Jones asks in [Jo] for conditions implying that the pair N C M is stable, i.e. isomorphic to the pair N ® ReM ® R. If N c Mare hyperfinite and have the generating property, then the pair N c M is stable. A necessary condition for stability and hence for the generating property as well, is the existence of nontrivial central sequences of iW' contained in N.
In the first section we prove a relative version of Connes' Theorem 2.1 in [Col] . We show that the existence of central sequences for the ambient factor M that are actually contained in N is equivalent to the existence of a singular state rp of M that is invariant under a finitely generated subgroup of Int M and factors through the conditional expectation EN from M onto N. This is equivalent to saying that there is no nonzero compact operator of B(L2(M, r)) contained in the C· -algebra generated by M, M' and eN' where eN denotes the orthogonal projection from L2(M, r) onto L2(N, r). The proof of our theorem closely follows the ideas of Connes' proof.
In the second section we give some applications to crossed products. We show that if N is a separable III-factor with property rand G is an amenable group acting freely on N, then the crossed product N x (] G also has property r. Popa proves this result in [P02) for G = Z and conjectures it for a general amenable group, which was shown to be true by Bedos [Be, Theorem A) . Bedos uses a technique involving the decomposition of the crossed product [Be, Proposition 3) . We derive the result as an immediate application of the main theorem in §l.
In the third section we prove a relative version of Mc Dufrs theorem (see [McD, Theorems 1, 2 and 3) . This result, showing that N c M is stable if and only if N contains noncommuting central sequences of M, was probably noticed by specialists, but no detailed proof seems to exist in the literature.
Notation. M denotes a separable III-factor acting on the Hilbert space L2(M, r), where r is the normal faithful normalized trace on M. N c M is a subfactor and EN: M f-+ N the unique conditional expectation with r 0 EN = r. eN denotes the orthogonal projection from L2(M, r) onto L 2(N, r) C L 2(M, r), and IIxI12 = r(x· X)I/2, x EM, is the Hilbert norm as usual. Furthermore J will be the canonical involution in L2(M, r), i.e. Jx = x· for all x EM. We denote by ® the algebraic tensor product and by ® the von Neumann algebra tensor product. B(L 2 (M, r)) is the algebra of bounded linear operators on L 2 (M , r) .
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CENTRAL SEQUENCES IN SUB FACTORS
We recall that M has property r if for given elements XI"'" xn E M and e > 0 there is a unitary u E M with r(u) = 0 such that II [Xi ' u)11 2 :::; e, 1 :::; i :::; n. If N c M is a subfactor, we are interested in conditions that asssure that the unitary u is actually contained in N. We obtain the following theorem: The proof of this theorem will use the following lemmata. Then there is a projection fEN with rp(f) = I, r(f) < e, 0 < e < ! (see [Tal] ). Set
Identifying as usual (Mn)* ~ (M*)n, ((M.)n)* ~ M n , we conclude that zero belongs to the a((M*)n+l, Mn+l)-closure of W, because rp is in the
.
we get a normal state Iji with IIIfI -ljill :::; 3e l / 2 (as in [Col, Lemma 2.4] ).
Define
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use then ,,/ is a positive normal state with
But this shows that e E L'(N, r). Thus h:= e'/2 is in L2(N, r)+, IIhll2 = l,
We have supph ~ f and by the Powers-Starmer inequality
small enough), we can find atE R, t > 0, such that the spectral projection E/(h) E N (E/(h) denotes as usual the spectral projection X(t,oo)(h)) is nonzero and satisfies
and e E N since hE L2(N, r). Q.E.D.
l~i~n.
We use the following relative version of [Col, Lemma 2.6 ]-the proof is the same. Similar to [Col, Lemma 2 .5], we need the next lemma for the proof of the implication 2° (resp. 2'0) => 1 ° . Lemma 1.4. Let N c Mo c M satisfy statement 2'° in Theorem 1.1. Then the reduced algebras Np c pMoP c Mp also satisfy 2'° , where p denotes a nontrivial projection in N.
Proof. We use Connes' argument: since N is a III-factor there is a projection / E N with /:5 p, r(f) = t, kEN. It is now easy to construct a type I ksubfactor P of N with minimal projection /. P is generated by two unitaries
Lemma 1.4 shows in particular that if N c M satisfy 2° , then the reduced algebras Np c Mp also satisfy 2° .
Pro%/Theorem 1.1 (see [Col, Proof of Theorem 2.1]).
We prove the following chain of implications:
The proof of this implication is based on Connes' idea. 
The elements in M commute with those in M' , but not necessarily with eN'
We suppose that every word is written in a form where all the elements in M that occur in the word are moved as far to the left as possible. Note that u i commutes with M' and eN' We can assume that every word contains an element in M (otherwise the process described below is not necessary). Let a;il denote the first element of M that occurs in the word aii)··· a~i) (from left to right); then 1 as j -+ 00, 
as j -+ 00.
( 1) shows that
This together with (2) implies that we can fix a jo ;::: 1 such that I I~ aU) ... aU)u .a U ) ... aU) i I I > 1e, Vj;::: jo·
The idea is now to move u j through the word to the right. u j commutes with all a;i), a;i~I"" until it hits the next element a;i) in M. Then we repeat the p~ocess 'described above, and we can find an i~dex jl such that for all j ;::: j I ;::: j 0 ' we have I I~ ali) .. , a(i)ua(i) ... ali) i I I
This procedure stops after at most n = max{n l ' ... ,nd steps, so we get an index jll ;::: 1 such that for all j ;::: jn ' we have Let rpk = r( . '(}k»); then as in (a) we have rp k = rp k 0 EN ' and we can find a weak limit of the rp k with the desired properties. 2° => 1°: We prove this implication using a maximality argument, slightly different from the one in [Co I], similar to the ones in [CoFW and P02] . Let (1) r(f) ~ ! and
R is clearly inductively ordered and nonempty, so we can take a maximal element fER. We show that r(f) = ! . If not, there is a 0 > 0 with r(f)+o ~ ! (0 < e). Lemmas 1.4 and 1.2 applied to N'- 
1 ~ i ~ n, and 0> 0, give a nonzero projection e E N'-f with r(e) ~ 0 and
Put 10 := f + e , which is a projection in N, strictly larger than f, and satisfies r(fo) ~ r(f) + 0 ~ !. We compute Proof. The hypothesis imply that 1 ° of Theorem 1.1 holds for all pairs N c Mn' n EN. We will check condition 1° for N eM. Given XI' ... , xn EM and e > 0, there is an no ~ 1 and x~ , ... , x~ E Mn such that Ilxi -x~112 < J, o 1 ::; i ::; n. But for x~, ... , x~ there is a unitary U E N with T(U) = 0 and II[x~, u]11 2 < J, thus II[x i , u]11 2 < e, 1::; i ::; n. Q.E.D.
A RELATIVE Mc DUFF-TYPE THEOREM
Mc Duff considers in [McD] separable III-factors M which are isomorphic to M ® R, R the hyperfinite II I-factor. This property is stronger than property r and is in fact equivalent to the noncommutativity of the algebra M' nM w , lV a free ultrafilter in N. Using Mc Duffs methods we prove a relative version of her theorem for a pair of (separable) III-factors N eM. The theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition implying that the pair N C M is isomorphic to the pair N ® ReM ® R . inequality (7)], we get 00 (6) IIx -E(®~n+,MnynM(X)1I2 ~ .L IIx -EM~inM(X)112' x EM, n EN. l=n+l So if we fix Xi and Yi ,we get from (6) using (5) for n > i o ' jo: As in [McD, Theorem 2] , we need a second lemma, which will prove the implication 1 0 :::;. 2 0 together with Lemma 3.2. This ends the proof of 1 0 :::;. 2 0 • 2 0 :::;. 1 0 : The desired I 2-subfactor can be constructed in R and then transported to N via the given isomorphism. 1 0 :::;. 3 0 : Using the separability of N we obtain a sequence of I 2 -subfactors of N with matrix units {e~} such that k II [x , eij]11 2 -+ 0 as k -+ 00, \::Ix EM, (i, j) fixed.
But then (e~2)(e;l) =f (e;l)(e~2) and the elements (e~2) and (e;l) are nontrivial in NW.
3 0 :::;. 1 0 : The argument is the same as Mc Duffs. For the sake of completeness we recall briefly the steps.
Let 10 = {(xn) E loo(N, M) I limn->oo IIxnl12 = a}, NO = lOO(N, M)/I o ' It is easy to see that M' nNw is commutative iff M' n NO is commutative. Then one shows that if M' nNw is noncommutative, there are no abelian projections in M' n N W ,i.e. M' n N W is continuous and contains therefore a I 2 -subfactor. This proves 1 0 , since whenever we have matrix units {e ij h::::; i ,j 9 in M' nNw , they lift to matrix units {e~h::::;i,j::::;2 in N with {e~}:1 E eij . In particular we have that limk--+w II[e~, x]11 2 = 0, (i, j) fixed, x EM, which implies 10.
To prove the result about the nonexistence of abelian projections in a noncommutative algebra M' nNw, we take a dense sequence (Xk);;':1 in (M)I and put
As in [McD, Lemma 6] , we get the following result: 
